
 

The Bengali community largest concentration of unreached peoples 300 million there 1000 UPGs 

and less than 1% follower of Jesus Christ and live under the influence of fear and superstitions, 

looking to spiritual guides and amulets for protection. They need 

the hope and reassurance that comes from the gospel 

message — but very few people are going out and sharing the 

word of God, there are many contributing factors. Firstly, the 

mission leaders those are working among Bengali community 

they are not even from the Bengali community, as they come 

from different places or different states, appointed from the 

different organizations and churches and they do not know 

culture and language of Bengali and at this point when they going 

to the community and community does not accepting themselves.  

Other side there are many Bengali community ordinary peoples has willing to share the word of God 

through finding person of peace Luke 10, these people even know what to share and what not to 

share. Still, they simply are not able to go because they must take care of the family and work 12 

hours shifts in offices or factories. So, they do not find any financial back up as they are working by-

vocationally and at this point we need to empower them by income generations training.  

 These are some reasons why believers of Jesus Christ are not growing amongst the Bengali 

community and UPGs. 

How does the TEA network Empowering to the local Bengalis Believers and ordinary leaders to 

get spiritual and financial freedom? 

Transform East Alliance, TEA, Empowering to the local Bengali ordinary leaders by training thing to 

understand the Movement by disciple making principle is ‘’ Simple Thing Grow and Simple thing 

Multiply as we read book of Luke 10 where Jesus wanted to go but He did not go but He sent His 

ordinary Disciples to do extraordinary things by run the Discovery Bible Study and then groups 

developed in the home churches also leaders to start their own businesses like tent making such as 

Paul's strategy, so that they can earn a living through that and support not only their own family but 

also help people who are in need. The TEA gives extended training to leaders in a very frequent 

schedule, so that they can be even more equipped to win souls for the kingdom of God. Through the 

initiatives helps the leaders not only to be self-dependent but they get extra time to spend with God in 

prayers. 

Plans of 2022-2023 to reach to Unreached and Un-Engage B- UPGs.  
  
Plans / Goals for 2022 and 2023 
1.  … Groups Coordinators. …  
2.  … groups of Master Trainers - …. 
3. … groups of Catalyst- ….  

4. …. Groups of Self-reliant- Business for Movement (B4M) 
4. Mandali / house churches 1st to 4th generation- ….  
5. Partners and organisations of TEA … 
 
Your support of prayer and gifts and donations will empower to the Bengali local leaders go, 
serve, train, equip, mobilize, and collaborate with others until the good news of Jesus is heard 
by every community and UPGs.  
1. How to develop a clear vision and prayer plans each leader 3 – 5 villages.  
2. How to overcome busyness and focus on what’s most important. 
3. How to simply learn skills of Disciple making & Income generation & train others to use them. 
4. How to find local partners &work together to accomplish the great commission of Jesus Christ 
5. How to start a group that will be set up to multiply, Maturity, transformation, and Sustainability. 
 
Please pray and support us to achieve our goals and create a movement by MULTIPLY. 


